Invitation

After experiencing more than a decade of development, PTA futures finally realized internationalization; MEG is an important polyester feedstock, and MEG futures was officially launched at Dalian Commodity Exchange. China's private refineries representative by Zhejiang Petrochemical, Hengli Petrochemical, Hengyi Brunei project will successively start operation after 2019 and alter industrial development pattern. Under such background, CCFGroup will hold the 18th China Hangzhou Chemical Fibre Forum (2019) with the theme of "Internationalization, Financialization, Integration" in New Century Grand Hotel Hangzhou China during March 20-22, 2019. We are looking forward to meeting you in Hangzhou!

This forum will be held in the form of conference reports, keynote speeches and roundtable forums, etc., and CCFGroup will invite guests including well-known macroeconomic experts, entrepreneurs, industry leaders, financial elites and make multi-dimensional discussion and analysis on market hotspot issues such as "PTA futures internationalization", "MEG futures launch", "startups of refining and chemical complex projects", "commodity market investment opportunities" and "polyester industry supply/demand and prosperity".

Lai Tianming
General Manager, Zhejiang Huarui Information Consulting Co., Ltd.

http://forum.ccfgroup.com
Forum Agenda

A.M. March 21: Main session

- 2019 macroeconomic situation forecast and analysis
  Xiao Lisheng, International Financial Office of Research Institute of World Economics and Politics of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
- Refined oil and chemical industry development tendency of refineries in China
  Xu Jin, GM Assistant, Rongsheng International Trade Co., Ltd.
- Influencing factors of PX-PTA price and market forecast in 2019
  Xiang Bo, Chief Director of synthetic raw materials, Sinopec
- Influence of PTA internationalization on market trend and enterprises' operation
  Special guest from ZCE
- Opportunities and challenges in syngas-based MEG market under capacity expansion cycle
  Gao Lei, General Manager, HighChem

P.M. March 21: MEG session

- Global MEG industry & catalyst application principle and process analysis of related chemical units
  Chen Zhengyuan, Shell (China) Limited
- 2019 MEG market supply/demand structure and tendency forecast
  Dai Yumin, GM of Olefin Department, Grand Energy Co., Ltd
- OTC chemical derivatives market status quo and forecast
  Chu Jiewang, Chemical Business PIC, Shanghai Clearing House
- Polyester feedstock market supply/demand forecast in Asia
  Wang Weidong, Argus
- MEG discussing section: To invite mainstream MEG suppliers, polyester plants, traders and delivery warehouses to express opinions toward MEG market trend
Forum Agenda

P.M. March 21: Parallel session

- Interim development status quo of China chemical fiber industry during “13th Five Year Plan” and future outlook
  He Yanli, Vice Chairman, China Chemical Fibers Association
- Polyester industrial development tendency analysis in China
  Zhao Donghua, GM, Zhejiang Hengyi Petrochemicals Co., Ltd.
- Investment status quo and opportunities of China’s industrial chain investment opportunity analysis on China’s polyester market
  Yu Xiaobo, Managing Director, Chief Analyst of chemical fiber industry, Caitong Securities
- Commercial pattern and demand development tendency of apparel industry
  Huang Gui, CEO, Jiangsu Zhiyuan Co., Ltd. (Former Vice President of Bosideng)
- Polyester discussing section: To invite mainstream raw material suppliers, polyester plants, downstream enterprises and investment institutions to express opinions toward polyester market trend

A.M. March 22: Financial session

- 2019 commodity market investment strategies
  Wang Pei, Horizon Insights
- Crude oil market plight under supply-side changes
  Zhou Xiaokang, GM, U-Shine Fund
- How to establish risk management system by using financial tools?
  Wang Minnan, Vice General Manager, Shenyan&Wanguo Zhifu Investment Co., Ltd.
- Influence of PX capacity expansion to polyester and aromatic market
  Pan Wenneng, CCFGroup

Note: topics are still updating and subject to changes
Meeting Matters

Agenda:

Registration: P.M. March 20, 2019  Forum: March 21-A.M. March 22, 2019

Venue:

New Century Grand Hotel, Xiaoshan district, Hangzhou, China ★★★★★
(New Century Hall, 4F) (No. 818, Middle Shixin Road, Xiaoshan, Hangzhou, China)

Conference Fee:

★ USD 1,480/person (USD 1,380/person before Feb 28; incl. conference, including the parallel session, meals, conference documents, simultaneous translation; excl. accommodation)
★ USD 1,380/person (USD 1,280/person before Feb 28; incl. conference, meals, conference documents, simultaneous translation; excl. accommodation, the parallel session)

Accommodation Fee:

Twin-bed Room: 580yuan/person/day  King-size Room: 650yuan/person/day

Cancellation and refund:

A full refund will be available if written-form cancellation to us is done before March 5, 2019

Contact:

Contact: Grace Xu
Phone:+86-571-83786693, +86-18768101814
Fax:+86-571-83786600
E-mail: market@ccfgroup.com, xdq@ccfgroup.com